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(54) Movable load backrest for a lift truck

(57) Movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) for a lift
truck (10, 50) is disclosed. The movable load backrest
can include at least one impact portion (102, 502, 504),
and at least one mounting structure (130, 230, 330,
530a/b, 908) coupled to the at least one impact portion

(102, 502, 504) and attachable to the lift truck (10, 50),
wherein, when the movable load backrest (100, 500, 900)
is coupled to the lift truck (10, 50), the distance between
the at least one impact portion (102, 502, 504) and the
lift truck (10, 50) is variable.
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Description

[0001] According to at least one exemplary embodi-
ment, a movable load backrest for a lift truck is disclosed.
The movable load backrest can include at least one im-
pact portion, and at least one mounting structure coupled
to the at least one impact portion and attachable to the
lift truck, wherein, when the movable load backrest is
coupled to the lift truck, the distance between the at least
one impact portion and the lift truck is variable.
[0002] Lift trucks, also known as forklifts, are common-
ly used in warehousing, storage, and similar applications
to transport packaged materials between locations, and
to raise and stack packaged materials for storage. To
facilitate transporting and lifting the materials, the mate-
rials are loaded on top of a pallet. Commonly used pallets
are constructed from wood and have a bottom deck and
a top deck coupled to a plurality of parallel stringers dis-
posed therebetween, with openings provided between
the stringers. The forklift inserts a pair of movable forks
into the openings. Once the forks are disposed within the
openings, the forklift can lift and transport the pallet and
the load thereon.
[0003] The forks of a lift truck are part of a carriage
assembly, which is in turn coupled to a mast of the lift
truck. The carriage assembly moves vertically along the
mast, allowing the pallet and the load thereon to be
moved to a desired height. The carriage assemblies of
certain lift trucks can be configured to allow lateral move-
ment of the forks, so as to allow the forks to be adapted
to pallets of varying width. Additionally, some carriage
assemblies may be configured for movement in the lon-
gitudinal direction, allowing the forks to be positioned for-
wardly from the body of the lift truck. Finally, certain fork-
lifts are provided with a "single-double" fork configuration,
which allows the forklift to engage both single-width pal-
lets, double-width pallets as well as multiple single-width
pallets by including at least four forks and adjusting the
lateral distance between the forks.
[0004] The vertical shanks of the forks and the front
face of the carriage can support the load when it is tilted
rearwards, upwards, or elevated, or when the lift truck
accelerates. For loads having greater heights, lift trucks
can also include a load backrest coupled to, and movable
with the carriage assembly. The load backrest is similar
in appearance to a rack; e. g., a rectangular, or similarly-
shaped frame having a plurality of spaced narrow bars
extending within the frame. Gaps between the bars pro-
vide greater operator visibility. The load backrest is typ-
ically bolted or welded to the carriage assembly, and is
positioned above the carriage so as to provide additional
support for the load. The backrest allows for support of
larger loads, preventing the load from shifting when the
carriage assembly tilted rearward, upward, or elevated,
or when the lift truck accelerates.
[0005] During operations, lift trucks can impact the pal-
let load with the vertical portions of the forks as well as
with the load backrest. The force of such impacts may

be applied to the pallet load if the load is overhanging
the pallet. Furthermore, the rack-like configuration of typ-
ical load backrests results in the impact force being con-
centrated in the areas that are impacted by the narrow
bars of the load backrest. Consequently, individuals and
businesses can suffer significant losses due to product
damage, as well as due to the labor involved in replacing
damaged products.
[0006] Advantages of embodiments of the present in-
vention will be apparent from the following detailed de-
scription of the exemplary embodiments. The following
detailed description should be considered in conjunction
with the accompanying figures in which:

Fig. 1a is a perspective view of a first exemplary em-
bodiment of a movable load backrest.

Fig. 1b is a front view of a first exemplary embodi-
ment of a movable load backrest.

Fig. 1c is a side view of a first exemplary embodiment
of a movable load backrest.

Fig. 2a shows an exemplary embodiment of a mount-
ing structure for a movable load backrest, in an ex-
tended position.

Fig. 2b shows an exemplary embodiment of a mount-
ing structure for a movable load backrest, in a com-
pressed position.

Fig. 3a shows another exemplary embodiment of a
mounting structure for a movable load backrest, in
an extended position.

Fig. 3b shows another exemplary embodiment of a
mounting structure for a movable load backrest, in
a compressed position.

Fig. 4 shows a first exemplary embodiment of a mov-
able load backrest coupled to a lift truck.

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of a second exemplary
embodiment of a movable load backrest.

Fig. 6a is a side view of a second exemplary embod-
iment of a movable load backrest.

Fig. 6b is a side view of an exemplary rail for a mov-
able load backrest.

Fig. 6c shows another exemplary embodiment of a
mounting structure for a movable load backrest, con-
figured for fixed coupling.

Fig. 6d shows the embodiment of the mounting struc-
ture of Fig. 6c, configured for slidable coupling.
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Fig. 7a is a partial view of an exemplary coupling
between a mounting structure and a fork of a forklift.

Fig. 7b is a top view of the second exemplary em-
bodiment of a movable load backrest in a compact
configuration.

Fig. 7c is a top view of the second exemplary em-
bodiment of a movable load backrest in an extended
configuration.

Figs. 8a - 8b show the second exemplary embodi-
ment of a movable load backrest coupled to a single-
double lift truck.

Fig. 9 shows a third exemplary embodiment of a mov-
able load backrest.

Fig. 10a is a side view of exemplary embodiment of
a mounting structure for the movable load backrest
of Fig. 9, in an extended position.

Fig. 10b is a side view of exemplary embodiment of
a mounting structure for the movable load backrest
of Fig. 9, in a compressed position.

Fig. 10c is a front view of exemplary embodiment of
a mounting structure for the movable load backrest
of Fig. 9.

[0007] Aspects of the invention are disclosed in the
following description and related drawings directed to
specific embodiments of the invention. Alternate embod-
iments may be devised without departing from the spirit
or the scope of the invention. Additionally, well-known
elements of exemplary embodiments of the invention will
not be described in detail or will be omitted so as not to
obscure the relevant details of the invention. Further, to
facilitate an understanding of the description discussion
of several terms used herein follows.
[0008] As used herein, the word "exemplary" means
"serving as an example, instance or illustration." The em-
bodiments described herein are not limiting, but rather
are exemplary only. It should be understood that the de-
scribed embodiments are not necessarily to be construed
as preferred or advantageous over other embodiments.
Moreover, the terms "embodiments of the invention",
"embodiments" or "invention" do not require that all em-
bodiments of the invention include the discussed feature,
advantage or mode of operation.
[0009] Fig. 4 shows an exemplary embodiment of a
movable load backrest (100) attached to the carriage as-
sembly (12) of a lift truck (10). The carriage assembly
(12) can include an upper carriage bar (14) and a lower
carriage bar (16). The carriage assembly (12) can further
include a pair of forks (20, 22), which may be coupled to
carriage bars (14, 16) in any known manner. Carriage
assembly (12) can be vertically adjustable along the

height of the mast (18) of lift truck (10), while forks (20,
22) can be fixed, or can be laterally adjustable with re-
spect to each other and to carriage assembly (12). Car-
riage assembly (12) can also be longitudinally adjustable
with respect to the body of the lift truck (10). A fixed load
backrest (24) may be coupled to carriage assembly (12)
in any known manner. The fixed load backrest (24) can
further be movable with carriage assembly (12) while re-
maining in a fixed position relative to the carriage assem-
bly (12). The movable load backrest (100) is shown in
Fig. 4 as being coupled to fixed load backrest (24), for
example to a upper horizontal member of the load back-
rest (24). However, load backrest (100) may be coupled
in any manner to any portion of the carriage assembly
(12) that enables load backrest (100) to function as de-
scribed herein.
[0010] Figs. 1a - 1c show an exemplary embodiment
of a movable load backrest (100). The backrest (100)
can include an impact portion (102). The impact portion
(102) may have any desired shape and dimensions that
enable load backrest (100) to function as described here-
in. In the illustrated exemplary embodiment, impact por-
tion (102) can have a substantially rectangular, horizon-
tally elongated shape. The impact portion (102) can fur-
ther include a frame (104) surrounding an aperture (106).
[0011] Frame (104) may be constructed in any known
manner and made from any desired material, for example
metals, impact-resistant plastics, and so forth. In some
exemplary embodiment, frame (104) may include a pair
of horizontal flanges (110) and a pair of vertical flanges
(112) extending rearwardly from a rear face of frame
(104). Such an embodiment of frame (104) may be
formed, for example, by disposing a pair of vertical L-
beams to a pair of horizontal L-beams, and coupling the
vertical and horizontal L-beams to each other. This can
allow for a simple and cost-effective construction of frame
(104).
[0012] Coupled to frame (104) and disposed over ap-
erture (106) may be a planar transparent covering (108).
The transparent covering (108) may be made from any
material that allows load backrest (100) to function as
described herein, for example from an impact-resistant,
transparent polymer or the like. In some exemplary em-
bodiments, the transparent covering (108) may further
be coupled to a front face of frame (104), and disposed
over a portion thereof. Furthermore, transparent covering
(108) may be coupled to frame (104) by any known man-
ner, for example fasteners, adhesives, and so forth.
[0013] The movable load backrest (100) can further
include a plurality of variable-length, spring-dampened
mounting structures (130). A plurality of apertures (118)
may be defined in the lower horizontal portion of frame
(104), for coupling the mounting structures (130) to im-
pact portion (102). Each mounting structure (130) can be
further be coupleable to a member of the carriage as-
sembly (12) of a lift truck (10), to a load backrest (24) of
the lift truck (10).
[0014] Figs. 2a - 2b show a cross section of an exem-
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plary embodiment of a mounting structure (230) for a
movable load backrest (100). Mounting structure (230)
can include a sleeve (232) enclosing a channel (234).
Sleeve (232) can have an open end (236) and a substan-
tially closed end (238), with the closed end (238) having
a bore (240) defined therethrough. An insert (242) can
be axially slidable within channel (234). The insert (242)
may likewise enclose a channel (244), and may have an
open end (246) and a closed end (248), the closed end
(248) having a bore (250) defined therethrough. Insert
(242) may be positioned within sleeve (232) such that
closed ends (238, 248) are positioned opposite each oth-
er, and channels (234, 244) are in communication with
each other.
[0015] A resilient member (252), for example a coil
spring, may be disposed within channels (234, 244). Re-
silient member (252) can engage both sleeve (232) and
insert (242) such that when insert (242) is slid into sleeve
(232), the resilient member (252) is compressed.
[0016] A guide bolt (254) can be slidably received
through bore (240) of sleeve (232), through channels
(234, 244), and through bore (250) of insert (242). Guide
bolt (254) can include a head (256) and a fully or partially-
threaded stem (258). Head (256) can have a diameter
that is larger than the diameter of an aperture (118) of
frame (104), while the diameter of stem (258) may be
less than that of an aperture (118). A mounting nut (260)
can threadably engage stem (258) so as to clamp frame
(104) between head (256) and mounting nut (260), there-
by coupling impact portion (102) to guide bolt (254). The
mounting nut (260) may be positioned externally to insert
(242) and between closed end (248) of insert (242) and
frame (104).
[0017] At least one adjustment nut (262) can threada-
bly engage stem (258) of guide bolt (254). The adjust-
ment nut (262) can be positioned external to sleeve (232)
and proximate closed end (238) of sleeve (232). The user
can adjust the position of adjustment nut (262) along stem
(258) so as to set a maximum extension limit for mounting
structure (230).
[0018] Figs. 3a - 3b show another exemplary embod-
iment of a mounting structure (330) for a movable load
backrest (100). The structure and functionality of mount-
ing structure (330) shown in Figs. 3a - 3b can be sub-
stantially similar to those of the embodiment of mounting
structure (230) shown in Figs. 2a - 2b, except for the
features described below. Similar features are indicated
in Figs. 3a - 3b by similar reference numerals, except
with a hundreds digit of 3.
[0019] In the embodiment of mounting structure (330),
guide bolt (354) can be disposed external to sleeve (332)
and insert (342). A flange (364) can be coupled to and
extend laterally from sleeve (332). A bore (366) can ex-
tend through flange (364), and guide bolt (354) can be
received within bore (366). Guide bolt (354) can further
extend through an aperture (118) of frame (104), with
mounting nut (360) abutting frame (104). The adjustment
nut (362) can be positioned so as to abut flange (364) at

the desired maximum extension limit for mounting struc-
ture (330). Insert (242) may be coupled to frame (104)
by way of a mounting bolt (368) received through bore
(350) of insert (342) and a second aperture (118) of frame
(104). Mounting bolt (368) may be held in place by a
second mounting nut (370).
[0020] Coupling between the mounting structures and
the forks of the lift truck may be accomplished by any
desired manner. In one exemplary embodiment, as
shown in Fig. 4, movable load backrest (100) may be
coupled to a fixed load backrest (24) of a lift truck (10).
This may be accomplished in any manner, for example
by clamps, fasteners, or the like. In one exemplary em-
bodiment, mounting structures (130) may be fixedly cou-
pled, for example by welding, by fasteners, or the like, to
an L-beam extending between the mounting structures
and parallel to impact surface (102). The L-beam can
then be coupled to the upper horizontal bar of the fixed
load backrest (24), for example by clamping or by other
fasteners. Any known manner of coupling mounting
structures (130) to a fixed load backrest (24) or to another
fixed portion of the carriage assembly (12) may be con-
templated and provided as desired.
[0021] In operation, the movable load backrest (100)
can be coupled to a fixed load backrest (24) of a lift truck
(10). The transparent covering (108) can allow the oper-
ator to have an unobstructed view through the movable
load backrest (100). When a load is picked up by the lift
truck, movable load backrest (100) can provide a large,
movable, and spring-dampened surface for contacting
the load, thereby mitigating any damage from impact be-
tween the load and the load backrest (100). The move-
ment of movable load backrest (100) can be substantially
on the front-rear axis with respect to the lift truck, or may
be oblique if the load backrest (100) is unevenly impacted
by the load.
[0022] Figs. 5 - 8b show another exemplary embodi-
ment of a movable load backrest (500). The embodiment
of movable load backrest (500) can be adapted for at-
tachment to a single-double lift truck. As shown in Figs.
8a - 8b, a single-double lift truck (50) can have a first pair
of forks (52) and a second pair of forks (58). The first pair
of L-shaped forks (52) can include an outer fork (54) and
an inner fork (56). Similarly, the second pair of L-shaped
forks (58) can include an outer fork (60) and an inner fork
(62). Typically, forks (52, 58) can be a part of a carriage
assembly (64). Carriage assembly (64) can be vertically
adjustable, while each of forks (22, 24, 28, 30) can be
laterally adjustable with respect to each other and to car-
riage assembly (64).
[0023] Load backrest (500) can include a first impact
portion (502) and a second impact portion (504). The
impact portions (502, 504) may have any desired shape
and dimensions that enable load backrest (500) to func-
tion as described herein. In the illustrated exemplary em-
bodiment, impact portions (502, 504) can have a sub-
stantially rectangular, horizontally elongated, and planar
shape. Each impact portion (502, 504) may be transpar-
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ent, and may be made from any material that allows load
backrest (100) to function as described herein, for exam-
ple from an impact-resistant, transparent polymer or the
like.
[0024] Each impact portion (502, 504) can have an up-
per rail (506) coupled proximate the top of the impact
portion and extending horizontally, and a lower rail (508)
coupled proximate the bottom of the impact portion and
extending substantially parallel to the upper rail. The rails
may be coupled to the impact portions by any known
manner, for example fasteners, adhesives and so forth.
[0025] As shown in Figs. 6a - 6b, each of the rails can
have a C-shaped cross section. The vertical portion (560)
of each rail can be coupled to impact portion (502, 504),
while the horizontal portions (562) can have a plurality
of apertures (563) defined therein. A pair of flanges (566)
can extend towards each other from horizontal portions
(562), defining a gap (568) therebetween. A channel
(570) can thus be enclosed by each rail (506, 508).
[0026] The height of second impact portion (504) may
be less than the vertical span between upper rail (506)
and lower rail (508) of first impact portion (502). This can
allow second impact portion (504) to be disposed rear-
wardly of and proximate to first impact portion (502).
[0027] As shown in Figs. 6a and 7b, a pair of variable-
length, spring-dampened mounting structures (530a,
530b) may be coupled to each rail (506, 508). Mounting
structure (530a) may be fixedly coupled to rail (506, 508),
while mounting structure (530b) may be slidably coupled
to rail (506, 508). The structure and functionality of
mounting structures (530a, 530b) can be substantially
similar to those of the embodiment of mounting structure
(330) shown in Figs. 3a - 3b, except for the features de-
scribed below. Similar features are indicated by similar
reference numerals, except with a hundreds digit of 5.
[0028] In the embodiment of mounting structure (530a,
530b), guide bolt (554) can be disposed externally to
sleeve (532) and insert (542). A first flange (564) can be
coupled to and extend from sleeve (532), and a second
flange (572) can be coupled to and extend from insert
(542). Bores (566) can extend through flanges (564,
572), and guide bolt (554) can be received within bores
(566). Mounting nut (560) can abut second flange (572),
while adjustment nut (562) can be positioned so as to
abut first flange (564) at the desired maximum extension
limit for mounting structure (530). In other exemplary em-
bodiments, a chain may be coupled to flanges (564, 572),
the chain having a length corresponding to the desired
maximum extension limit for mounting structure (530).
[0029] Coupled to the closed end (548) of insert (542)
may be a coupling structure (576). In mounting structure
(530a), the coupling structure (576) may be adapted for
fixed coupling with rail (506, 508). In mounting structure
(530b), the coupling structure (576) may be adapted for
slidable coupling with rail (506,508).
[0030] An exemplary embodiment of mounting struc-
ture (530a) is shown in Fig. 6c. In mounting structure
(530a), the coupling structure (576) can include a hollow

sleeve (578) through which a bolt (580) and nut (582) are
received. Bolt (580) can pass through sleeve (578), as
well as through a pair of vertically opposed apertures
(563) of rails (506, 508), and can be fixed in position by
nut (582). An exemplary embodiment of mounting struc-
ture (530b) is shown in Fig. 6d. In mounting structure
(530b), the coupling structure (576) can include a sleeve
(578) through which an axle (584) can be received. A
pair of wheels (586) can be coupled to the opposing ends
of axle (584), thereby creating a bearing arrangement
that can engage the inner surfaces of rail (506, 508),
thereby providing a slidable coupling between mounting
structure (530b) and the rail. However, it should be ap-
preciated that any fixed and slidable coupling structures
that allow backrest (500) to function as described herein
may be contemplated and provided as desired.
[0031] Coupling between load backrest (500) and a
single-double lift truck (50) may be achieved as follows.
As shown in Figs. 7a - 7c, the first impact portion (502)
may be coupled to the first pair of forks (52), while the
second impact portion (504) may be coupled to the sec-
ond pair of forks (58). Furthermore, for the first impact
portion (502), fixed mounting structures (530a) may be
coupled to outer fork (54), while slidable mounting struc-
tures (530b) may be coupled to inner fork (56). Similarly,
for the second impact portion (504), fixed mounting struc-
tures (530a) may be coupled to outer fork (60), while
slidable mounting structures (530b) may be coupled to
inner fork (62).
[0032] Coupling between the mounting structures and
the forks of the lift truck may be accomplished by any
desired manner. In an exemplary embodiment, as shown
in Fig. 7a, each mounting structure (530) may be provided
with a flange (580) extending laterally therefrom. The
flange (580) may be provided with a plurality of apertures,
with each aperture receiving a bolt (582) therethrough.
Flange (580) may be positioned forwardly of a vertical
portion of a fork, while a clamping plate (584) having a
corresponding number of apertures may be disposed
rearwardly of the vertical portion of the fork. Bolts (582)
may pass through the corresponding apertures of the
clamping plate (584), and nuts (586) may be tightened
on bolts (582) so as to secure the vertical portion of the
fork between flange (580) and clamping plate (584).
[0033] In operation, load backrest (500) can be at-
tached to the forks of a single-double lift truck, substan-
tially as described above. When the lift truck (50) is in a
single pallet configuration, as shown in Figs. 7b and 8a,
the inner and outer forks (56, 54) of the first pair of forks
(52) can be disposed substantially adjacent each other,
and the inner and outer forks (62, 60) of the second pair
of forks (58) can be likewise disposed substantially ad-
jacent each other. Consequently, the second impact
plate (554) can be disposed rearwardly of first impact
plate (552), providing a movable and spring-dampened
impact surface for high loads carried by the lift truck,
thereby lessening damage to loads contacting the impact
plate.
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[0034] To accommodate objects of greater widths,
such as a double-width pallet, the forklift can laterally
displace the forks so as to increase the distance between
the forks (54, 56, 60, 62). As the outer fork (54) is moved
outwardly from inner fork (56), the fixed mounting struc-
tures (530a) coupled to outer fork (54) facilitate the out-
ward movement of first impact plate (502), while rails
(506, 508) translate with respect to slidable mounting
structures (530b), which are coupled to inner fork (56).
Similarly, as the outer fork (60) is moved outwardly from
inner fork (62), the fixed mounting structures (530a) cou-
pled to outer fork (60) facilitate the outward movement
of second impact plate (504), while rails (506, 508) trans-
late with respect to slidable mounting structures (530b),
which are coupled to inner fork (62). The load backrest
(500) can then assume an expanded configuration, as
shown in Figs. 7c and 8b, providing a pair of movable
and spring- dampened impact surfaces for high loads
carried by the lift truck, thereby lessening damage to
loads contacting the impact plate. The movement of por-
tions (502, 504) of movable load backrest (500) can be
substantially on the front-rear axis with respect to the lift
truck, or may be oblique if an impact portion (502, 504)
is unevenly impacted by the load.
[0035] Fig. 9 shows another exemplary embodiment
of a movable load backrest (900). Load backrest (900)
can have the form of a typical fixed load backrest. The
load backrest (900) can include a pair of posts (902), a
pair of horizontal bars (904) coupled to and extending
between the posts, and a plurality of vertical bars (906)
coupled to and extending between the horizontal bars.
Horizontal bars (904) and vertical bars (906) can form an
impact portion of the movable load backrest. In some
exemplary embodiments, a planar, transparent covering
may be coupled to and disposed forwardly of bars (904,
906).
[0036] Each post (902) can have a pair of mounting
structures (908) coupled thereto, detail views of which
are shown in Figs. 10a - 10c. Mounting structures (908)
may be positioned along the vertical length of post (902)
at known standard locations for mounting a fixed load
backrest on a lift truck. In some exemplary embodiments,
mounting structures (908) may be disposed within post
(902) and coupled thereto. In other exemplary embodi-
ments, mounting structures (908) may be disposed out-
side of post (902) and coupled thereto.
[0037] Each mounting structure (908) can include cyl-
inders (910) for receiving fasteners, such as bolts, that
facilitate coupling between the lift truck and the load back-
rest (900). Cylinders (910) may be oriented so as to en-
gage corresponding coupling structures of the lift truck,
for example standard coupling structures for mounting a
fixed load backrest. In some exemplary embodiments,
cylinders (910) may be oriented parallel to the plane of
load backrest (900). Cylinders (910) can be disposed in
corresponding elongated slots (912), which can be de-
fined in the sides of post (902) and can extend horizon-
tally between a front location and a rear location. Cylin-

ders (910) may be horizontally movable within slots
(912). Cylinders (910) can further extend into a hollow
cavity (914) defined in mounting structure (908), and may
be coupled to a plate (916) disposed in the cavity (914).
Plate (916) may be movable within cavity (914) and may
be engaged by a resilient member, such as a spring
(918), disposed between plate (916) and a front wall of
cavity (914). Plate (916) may further be supported by
guides (920).
[0038] When spring (918) is in the extended position,
plate (916) and cylinder (910) may positioned at the rear-
ward location, as shown in Fig. 10a. When a force is
applied to backrest (900), the force can move backrest
(900) rearward with respect to the lift truck while cylinder
(910) and plate (916) are maintained in place due to being
coupled to a fixed part of the carriage assembly of the lift
truck. The force results in spring (918) being compressed
due to the displacement of plate (916) in relation to back-
rest (900), as shown in Fig. 10b. Thus, the movement
and the dampening action of backrest (900) can result in
the mitigation of impact to a load being placed onto the
lift truck (10), and thus a mitigation of the damage to the
load.
[0039] The embodiments of movable load backrests
described herein can thus minimize damage to products
that results from impact with the forks or the backrest of
a lift truck. The movable load backrests can provide large
surfaces, and/or spring-dampened front-rear movement
with respect to the lift truck, both of which can mitigate
the impact force felt by a load of a lift truck. Furthermore,
transparent portions of the load backrests can provide
visibility to the operator of the lift truck when the movable
load backrest is mounted in a high position.
[0040] The foregoing description and accompanying
figures illustrate the principles, preferred embodiments
and modes of Operation of the invention. However, the
invention should not be construed as being limited to the
particular embodiments discussed above. Additional var-
iations of the embodiments discussed above will be ap-
preciated by those skilled in the art.
[0041] Therefore, the above-described embodiments
should be regarded as illustrative rather than restrictive.
Accordingly, it should be appreciated that variations to
those embodiments can be made by those skilled in the
art without departing from the scope of the invention as
defined by the following claims.

Claims

1. A movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) for a lift
truck (10, 50), comprising:

- at least one impact portion (102, 502, 504); and
- at least one mounting structure (130, 230, 330,
530a/b, 908) coupled to the at least one impact
portion (102, 502, 504) and attachable to the lift
truck (10, 50);
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wherein, when the movable load backrest (100,
500, 900) is coupled to the lift truck (10, 50), the
distance between the at least one impact portion
(102, 502, 504) and the lift truck (10, 50) is var-
iable.

2. The movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) of claim
1, comprising:

- a first impact portion (502);
- a second impact portion (504); and
- at least two mounting structures (530a/b) cou-
pled to each of the first impact portion (502) and
the second impact portion (504), the mounting
structures (530a/b) being coupleable to the lift
truck (10, 50);
wherein, when the movable load backrest (100,
500, 900) is coupled to the lift truck (10, 50), the
distance between the first impact portion (502)
and the lift truck (10, 50) is variable, and the
distance between the second impact portion
(504) and the lift truck (10, 50) is variable.

3. The movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) of claim
2, characterized in that the first impact portion (502)
couples to a first pair of forks (52) of the lift truck (10,
50) and the second impact portion (504) couples to
a second pair of forks (58) of the lift truck (10, 50).

4. The movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) of one
of claims 1 - 3, characterized in that the mounting
structure (130, 230, 330, 530a/b, 908) comprises:

- a first mounting member coupleable to the lift
truck (10, 50);
- a second mounting member coupleable to the
impact portion (102, 502, 504) and disposed in
sliding relation to the first mounting member; and
- a resilient member (252, 352, 552) engaged
with the first mounting member and the second
mounting member.

5. The movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) of one
of claims 1 - 4, characterized in that the at least
one impact portion (102, 502, 504) is substantially
planar.

6. The movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) of one
of claims 1 - 5, characterized in that the at least
one impact portion (102, 502, 504) comprises a
transparent portion (108).

7. The movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) of one
of claims 1 - 6, characterized in that the at least
one impact portion (502, 504) comprises a first im-
pact portion (502) and a second impact portion (504)
disposed in sliding relation.

8. The movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) of one
of claims 2 - 7, characterized in that the second
impact portion (504) is disposed rearwardly of the
first impact portion (502).

9. The movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) of one
of claims 1 - 8, characterized in that the at least
one impact portion (102, 502, 504) comprises a
frame (104) having an opening defined therein, the
frame (104) being coupleable to the at least one
mounting structure (130, 230, 330, 530a/b, 908).

10. The movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) of one
of claims 1 - 9, characterized in that the at least
one impact portion (102, 502, 504) comprises:

- a substantially planar portion; and
- at least one rail (506, 508) coupled to the planar
portion and coupleable to the at least one mount-
ing structure (130, 230, 330, 530a/b, 908).

11. The movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) of claim
10, characterized in that the rail (506, 508) is fixedly
coupled to a first mounting structure (530a) and sli-
dably engaged with a second mounting structure
(530b).

12. The movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) of one
of claims 4 - 11, characterized in that the first
mounting member includes a channel (234, 244,
334, 344, 534, 544) defined therein and the second
mounting member is receivable within the channel
(234, 244, 334, 344, 534, 544).

13. The movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) of one
of claims 1 - 12, characterized in that the mounting
structure (130, 230, 330, 530a/b, 908) is fixedly cou-
pled to the impact portion (102, 502, 504).

14. The movable load backrest (100, 500, 900) of one
of claims 1 - 12, characterized in that the mounting
structure (130, 230, 330, 530a/b, 908) is slidably en-
gaged with the impact portion (102, 502, 504).
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